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Abstract
Cloud is a heterogeneous group of services and one of that is data storage. Generally the
data stored in cloud is in very large amount, retrieval of the same requires precision and
accuracy. Many methods are being proposed to retrieve data from cloud and strict match
algorithm is one of them. In this paper we use of Levenshtein distance to find out the amount
of similarity between two different strings. We compare the keyword given by user with our
set of words, find out similarity and provide guesses to the user as accurate as possible.
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1. Introduction
Cloud Computing has become an integral part of technology, which is a type of computing
that provides service over a network. It is based on the sharing of resources and the
effectiveness in sharing. In cloud computing, without purchasing license a single server can
be accessed by multiple users to retrieve and update their data for different applications. The
term "moving to cloud" can be interpreted as moving away from traditional dedicated
hardware systems to shared cloud infrastructure which works on the principle of pay as one
uses it. Cloud computing allows to avoid upfront infrastructure costs, and helps on projects
that give importance to their businesses rather than infrastructure. It helps IT industry to adapt
with the changing business requirements and allows enterprises to get their applications up
and running faster, with improved manageability and less maintenance. As cloud is based on
"pay as you go" model, proper pricing measures need to be chosen to avoid unexpected
charges.
The factors which lead to the evolution of cloud computing are virtualization in hardware,
SOA and other computing methods such as grid and utility computing. The goal of cloud
computing is to provide users a method or service to access the maximum from all of these
technologies, the main benefit is that it can be achieved without the need for deep knowledge
about or expertise with each one of them. The cloud aims to reduce costs, and help the users
focus on their core business.
Virtualization is the fundamental technology for cloud computing. Virtualization software
allows a physical computing device to be electronically separated into one or more "virtual"
devices, each of which can be easily used and managed to perform computing tasks. This
builds scalable systems based on multiple independent devices for computing.
Cloud Computing provides services based on the fundamental service models namely
• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
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• Platform as a Service (PaaS)
• Software as a Service (SaaS)
Deployment model in a cloud can be of different kinds such as
• Private – It is mainly for a single organization ,it can be operated either internally or
with the help of the third party
• Public – It is a kind in which if the services are open for public use. It can be either
free or based on pay and use model
• Hybrid – As the name suggests it is the combination of two or more clouds and
provides the benefits of various models
Cloud Computing is one of the hottest topic of research and discussion. Due to the
emergence of the cloud based or shared resource based model system, our day to day life data
are stored in the cloud. It helps the data owners from the problems related to storage and
maintenance. In cloud the amount of data stored is huge; the users require only the data of
their specific need out of the whole. One of the most effective ways to retrieve only the
required data is to perform a keyword based search.
In this work we propose a system which uses a strict matching algorithm which to search
word in the cloud. It uses Levenshtein Distance method to find out the most similar words
with the word entered by the user and provide convenience to the user.
Our work contains a dataset of medical information and search over any of the patient’s
information.

2. Literature Survey
Cloud Computing provides service over network by means of virtualization of
hardware and the storage of huge amount of data. In order to access specific
information from the data stored efficient search algorithms should be used. Several
related works in this field has been carried out. This section explains the existing
methods for searching a specific data from the cloud environment.
A method has been defined to the effective secure ranked keyword search over
encrypted cloud data [1]. Order preserving encryption technique has been used. This
method outperformed the available search techniques. In order to retrieve the required
data keyword as well as concept based search has been used. Result was retrieved based
on the broader conceptual entities. It has been used to overcome the drawbacks of the
traditional search techniques on large amount of data.
The work has been carried out to effectively retrieve a user query from the whole
data set [2]. A framework has been used for keyword searching with summaries which
uses a ranking algorithm for ranked keyword search and their results. [3] Byron Y. L.
Kuof defined a tag based summarization approach for searching in web which was
carried out in public cloud. In his work the refinement of the user query based on the
cloud tags have been presented. Summarized query has been used to extract the
required information from the cloud
Ju-Chiang Wang proposed a content oriented tag based search [4]. For the analysis of
query in the database music database was selected. In order to have an efficient content
based search query analysis is done and categorized to different levels. The work has
been evaluated for the effectiveness of the user query and the results obtained. Another
work related to the searching in cloud proposed by Daniel E. Rose which depends on
the information retrieval [5]. The work has been conducted on Amazon cloud service.
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The work performed has been tested under different measures as well as in various
environments including the enterprise level and the web level. It provided a more
efficient way for content oriented search. Cengiz Orencik suggested a rank based
keyword search on the cloud data [6]. The retrieval of the document is done based on
the keyword search. The work has been performed on encrypted data and as a result
required a secure method called private information retrieval. On this basis a secure
protocol is suggested called Private Information Retrieval. Result obtained depends on
the parametric ranking.

3. Analysis of Existing Techniques
Cloud provides a way to store and manage the large amount of data using the virtualization
techniques and the shared resources aspects. Several techniques have been utilized in order to
retrieve the required information from the cloud. Analysis on certain already existing
techniques has been done in this section.
3.1 Ranked Keyword Search
In this approach as the first step, the user inputs the query for the extraction of information
from the cloud and the system extracts the keywords from the input query. ie Query analysis
is performed. This extracted keyword will be the input for the search architecture of cloud and
based on the ranking algorithm it provides a ranked cloud list. In the ranking algorithm, it
defines the list of available clouds; the system identifies parameters for the cloud. Then it
accepts the query and performs the keyword extraction step which is followed by the query
on each cloud based on the retrieved keyword. It gives a list of cloud which satisfies the
criteria and based on the relevancy, response and security factors a ranked list of the cloud is
returned. The method provides efficiency in query analysis and the results obtained but the
major issue is the response time of the search.
3.2 Traditional Keyword Search
Traditional techniques allows to search the over data through keywords but it supports only
Boolean search. Those techniques are not sufficient for the maximum utilization of the data
which is present in the cloud in huge rate. The efficiency of this algorithm is very less. It has
to scan the entire database for every keyword entered by the user. Hence this approach is not
being used for keyword search.

4. Motivation
Cloud is an environment which stores the data which can be heterogeneous and provides
different types of services to the users on “use and pay” basis. Cloud storage provides users
with immediate access to a broad range of resources and applications hosted in the
infrastructure of another organization via a web service interface. Cloud storage has several
advantages over traditional data storage. For example, if you store your data on a cloud
storage system, you'll be able to get to that data from any location that has Internet access.
You wouldn't need to carry around a physical storage device or use the same computer to
save and retrieve your information. With the right storage system, you could even allow other
people to access the data, turning a personal project into a collaborative effort. So cloud
storage is convenient and offers more flexibility. As cloud is meant to contain huge amount of
data within it, whenever user wants to access a particular data from cloud, retrieval of that
data needs an efficient searching method. We have made use of Levenshtein Distance method
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to find out the most similar words with the word entered by the user and provide convenience
to the user.

5. Architecture of System
As shown in the diagram above, the user uses the GUI we create in HTML, to input a word
to be searched in database stored in cloud. The user is given suggestions for words present in
our database using levenshtein’s distance method. And based on the record user entered, all
the other details of that record are displayed for the user on display screen.
It includes the following sections.
1. Creating database for the medical words
2. Creating ontology for the above database
3. GUI for user to search a keyword
4. Algorithm to find the word
5. Algorithm to find similar words

Figure 1. Architecture Diagram
5.1. Creating database for the medical words
We want our application to be used for medical purpose. Hence we create a database that
contains unique ID for each patient, patient name, blood group, DoB, gender, diseases,
measures taken.
5.2. Creating ontology for the above database
The ontology we create for the above database using the software protégé. We have created
the light weight ontology for the same.
5.3. GUI for user to search a keyword
GUI is made with the help of HTML language and it contains a field to enter the keyword
by user. A button to initiate the search and displays the result for all the patients data that is
matching.
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5.4. Algorithm to find the word
We make use of “strict match” algorithm to find the word from the huge database in least
time possible. We make use of levenshtein distance algorithm here which is explained in
following sections.
5.5 Algorithm to find similar words
1. User entered string is taken in variable s.
2. Each word in database is taken in variable t one at a time.
3. Length of both the strings is found out and maximum of the 2 is stored in variable max.
4. The edit distance between 2 strings s and t is found out and stored in variable d.
5. Similarity between s and t is found using the formula Sim= 1 - d/max
6. Similarity of user entered word for each word in database is found out and most similar
word, i.e., with highest similarity value is given as prediction to user.
Explanation with example
Let us consider for time being that the set of words stored in cloud are {January, February,
March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November, December} Let the
user wants to search some information for the month of August. Hence the user has to enter
the keyword to be searched.
Let the word entered by user is “Augst”. This word now will be compared with all the
words present in our set. To find out most similar word with the word entered by user, we use
levenshtein distance method. Here, we find the edit distance between each string and the
string entered by user (say d) and similarity is found with the following formula
Sim= 1 - d/max of 2 strings
Hence for example, d for augst and January will be 5. Hence similarity will be 0.2857
Similarly for other strings,
Table 1. Similarity between 2 words
First String
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
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Second String
Augst
Augst
Augst
Augst
Augst
Augst
Augst
Augst
Augst
Augst
Augst
Augst

Edit Distance
5
7
5
5
5
4
4
2
9
7
8
8

Similarity
0.2857
0
0.2857
0.2857
0.2857
0.4285
0.4285
0.7148
-0.28
0
-0.14
-0.14
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As we can see in the table above, August has highest similarity with the string entered by
the user, i.e., augst and hence it will be provided to the user as prediction.

6. Mechanism Adopted and Tools Used
Cloud computing is the leading technology for delivery of reliable, secure, fault-tolerant,
sustainable, and scalable computational services. It is not always possible to perform
benchmarking experiments in repeatable, dependable, and scalable environments using realworld Cloud environments. A more viable alternative is the use of simulation tools. We make
use of NetBeans to simulate our project. We have created the ontology using protégé and
integrated the same with NetBeans as .rdf file. Also we have created a web services project
in NetBeans which contains a GUI in html file and a backend code in java which searches the
keyword entered by user in our database (i.e., RDF file).

7. Results and Discussions
7.1 Lightweight ontology for the patients, doctors and nurse tables and their relations.

Figure 2. lightweight ontology created
7.2 The sample database we created for different patients with their details like blood
group, date of birth, diseases they are suffering from and doctors assigned to them.

Figure 3. Database for patients
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7.3 In HTML page, we take input from user like patients name and retrieve all the data.
The retrieved data for the value entered in above textbox is as shown below.

Figure 4. GUI design
7.4 We use Levenstein’s Distance algorithm to check the similarity between 2 strings.
This can be used to provide predictions to user for the string he enters. Screenshot for the
same is

Figure 5. Algorithm output1

Figure 6. Algorithm output 2
7.5 Performance statistics
The graph below shows statistics for similarity predictions using levenshtein’s algorithm
and traditional search. As seen, we took 3 sets of words containing 23,53,21 words
respectively and found out how many number of correct predictions using both algorithms for
each set. We can take more than 3 sets for analysis too.
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Table 2. Data for algorithm comparison

Figure 7. Graph showing Algorithm comparison

8. Conclusion
Cloud is a vast environment and today’s trend to store data. We made use of Levenshtein’s
edit distance algorithm to provide predictions to user while he searches a word in cloud.
Using this algorithm we could give more number of correct words compared to the traditional
prediction mechanisms as shown in Figure 7.
Most of the information is obtained today by people by searching over internet. This
method can be used in various search engines to give accurate predictions while user searches
a particular string in cloud environment.
Our method gives predictions by word comparison; in future we plan to add more
intelligence to it by considering the meaning of what user wants to search.
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